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I.    Introduction 

Some 157 Km by railroad from the metropolitan city of 

Calcutta lies the industri"! township of Durgapur in West Bengal. 

There is a sizeable  industrial complex here, including a major 

iron and steel unit.    The fertilizer project to be studied in this 

paper will be located in this industrial centre.    It is to be pat 

up by the Fertilizer Corporation  of India, a State-owned limited 

company, which is already producing fertilizers   in Sindri (..ihar) 

and in Nan gal (Punjab), and is also constructing fertilizer 

production units in Trombay  (Maharashtra), Gorakhpur  (U.P.), 

Kamrup (Assam), and Korba  (M.P.),   in addition to that  in Durgapur. 

This  general nackground is  important to bear in mind,   since the 

Durgapur project is  only a part  of a wider fertiliser programme 

of the Government of India. 

In many ways the Durgapur Fertilizer Project   (hereafter, 

DFF)  is an extremely interesting project to evaluate.     \ number 

of intricate aspects" of project evaluation assumo considerable 

importance in this analysis, and as an  illustrative case study on 

project evaluation  it has obvious merits.   However, there is  one 

problem with the DFF that is rather disturbing.    The plans for the 

project have been .frequently iTevxieT, and the svaluator has to run 

to keep at the same place.   At the time when this evaluation was 

undertaken, some considerable uncertainties persisted about the 

exact shape of the project.   The latest report that was provided 
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to us by tho gcod offices of the Planning Commission of India was 

one entitled:  Economic and Technical Soundness \nalysi.~  : Durgapur „•  

Fertilizer Fro.iect of the Fertilizer Corporation of India Ltd. 

(mimeographed).    While  it is an un-dated document,   it is clear from 

the figures and the estimates that the calculations  preceded the 

devaluation of the Indian Rupee in June 1966.    Furthermore,  it is 

common knowledge that the exact specifications of the DFP,  including 

its output targets, have changed somewhat from that  given in the 

economic  and Technical  Soundness  '.nalvsis   (hereafter jJTSJV).    Sirce, 

however,  l*ter estimates could not be obtained, end also since the 

object  of this study is mainly to illustrate the methods and 

techniques of project  evaluation, we decided to do the evaluation 

entirely within the framework put  forward by the 2151-    This means» 

in effect, that the evaluation is done from the point of view of the 

information available at some point  of time preceding June I960, 

when tho 3TSA represented the available body of knowledge.   This way 

we get an internally consistent picture, in terms  of which the 

methods  of project evaluation can be illustrated,  rather than 

introducing some piecemeal changes, without knowing their impact 

on the rest of the estimates and calculations. 

II.    The Project and  3tf "Soundness" 

As envisaged in the JTTSJk, the DFP will produce per year 

135,000 tonnes of Nitrogen and 110,000 tonnes of PE05,  in the form 

of a -complex fertilizer"  (viz. Ammonium Sulphate Phosphate) and 

Urea.    The former will be made out  of ammonium Sulphate and 
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,Phosphor:c Jkéíá, with the  possibility c^ adding Potash to it.    The 

Report of the 5?SA is based  on the assumption of mixing iatrogen 

and P-05 in equal proportions, with the question of JPotash left 

open.    If the mixture is  in the proportion of 19:19:0,  then 

579,000 tonnes of the "complex fertilizer" will have to be produced. 

If,  however, the mixture  is 20:20:0, then 550,000 tonnes  of it will 

be made.    In addition 55,000 tonnes of Urea will also be produced, 

with 46< /itrogen.    Further,  15,000 tonnes of anhydrous >mnonia 

will be produced exclusively for sale.    The position is surprized 

in Table I. 

The Reprrt of the ET SA, as its neme indicates,  goes  into 

the economic and technical "soundness"  of the DFP.    It does not 

use any one criterion of evaluation, but refers to several 

indicators.    It finds the "investment output ratio"  of the project 

to be 1 :  0.8 (STSA, p.19), which amounts to a marginal capital 

output ratio of 1.25.    It  estimates the profitability at market 

prices with standard assumptions about depreciation,  etc., to oe 

24.4 per cent (STSA, p.19).    It also quotes a return on equity 

capital of 44.6 per cent.    These figures are undoubtedly high, 

but  for reasons discussed elsewhere,1 these may not necessarily 

tell us much about the national economic profitability of the 

OFF. 

1    see s A    terglin, Public  Investment Criteria  (London: Allen and 
Unvin!  1967); 0. Eckstein, "A Survey of Public expenditure 
Oreria," in R.Musgrave, et al, Public Finances   »  Needs,   Screes, 
Utilization (Princeton,  1961"), National Bureau of   *ancni„ 
Research; A.K. Sen, ;—^ r.Ht.«rla of Project jvajaatigi, 
United Nations, CID/IPS/TV.8. 
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The ETS^ Report itself goes into one important aspect of 

the national economic profitability.    It is the question of *"- ~eign 

exchange saving.    It calculates the foreign exchange expenditure 

Per year during the operation of the DFT to be Rs.29 million, which 

is contrasted with the saving of foreign exchange worth Rs.510 

million,  in the shape of imports  of fertilizers replaced by domestic 

production at DFP.    This amounts to an annual saving of Rs.281 

million,  on an initial foreign exchange investment of Rs.170 million. 

Thus,  reports the 3JJÄ, "the foreign exchange expenditure incurred 

in the setting up of the project will be earned back completely in 

terms of foreign exchange saving in a very short period of less 

than an year."    (JTTJä, p.84). 

The picture is even more rosy if the foreign exchange 

saving is calculated not in terms of the replacement of fertilizer 

imports, but in terms of the replacement of food imports by the 

use of these fertilizers.    The annual saving of foreign exchange in 

this case will be as much as R.3.756 million (ETS\. p.84), which 

does compare extremely w.ell with the initial foreign exchange 

investment of Rs.170 million.    The picture is summarized in Table II, 

These foreign exchange figures are somewhat misleading, 

since they do not fully take into account the indirect foreign 

exchange implications of the DFP.   These implications are of- two 

different kinds.    First,  some of the "domestic"  components of cost 

do have indirect import content.    It is understandable that it is 

not easy to trace back all the import implications of the initial 

mam 
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end operating costs of the OFF, and the ETS\ need not be blamed 

for not trying to do this exercise.    However, the fact remains that 

the actual imports oaused by the DFP will be somewhat larger than 

tho figures quoted when the import components at various stages 

of production are summed together. 

Second, there may be possible foreign exchange losses even 

when an entirely domestically produced input is used, if that input 

is  potentially exportable.    For example, Naptha, which is an 

important input  in the DFP,  is potenti oily exportable, th-u.fn 

possibly at a lower price than that at which it can be importsd. 

It has, therefore, to be borne in mind that when an Input like 

Naptha is used,  there is some sacrifice of possible exports and 

thus of foreign exchange.   We shall go into these corrections 

later on.    It should be noted, however, that even after these 

corrections, the saving of foreign exchange involved in the DFF 

is quite considerable, and indeed the »shadow price»  of foreign 

exchange will be found to be a crucial variable in the estimation 

of the national economic profitability of the DFP. 

III.   Th? Basic  S"+-" "f Time Series 

ks seen in the STSA Report, the DFP will take three years 

to construct.    By taking the first year as year 0, the DFP will bo 

complete by the end of year 2.    In our estimtion of the present 

value we shall convert all benefits and cost figures into equivalent 

2 s—: ï ^ArœiSSiS^01 
for India :  Some Numerical Results," |¡ronom1n and Politici 
Weekly. April 22, 1967. 

*••* 
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amounts of benefits  cf year 0. 

The ST SA Report give3 the operating costs and output fibres for 

ten years of operation (Ar.nexure No. 15(a)   ).    In their calculation of 

the depreciation fibres, the ST3/1 Report assumes a life of 9 years 

(^TSA. p.78).    We have, however, chosen 10 years  as the lifo since 

depreciation figures  often imderstate the actual productive life of 

a unit,  and the table in Annexure To.15(a) clearly indicates the expected 

outputs and  inputs  in the 10th year of operati en.    '-Ic shall assume that 

the residential building roads and culverts will 3 ivo beyond this 

period. 

In Table ITI the symbols that are being used are explained,    In 

Table IV we present the basic sets  of time series of items of benefits 

and costs.    The first eight rows are simply taken from the ?TSA, parti- 

cularly from Annexures 12(a), 12(b), and 15(a).    These items  include 

thû direct domestic component of investment   (ld), the direct foreign 

exchange component of investment   (lf), the value  of output in terms  of 

today's outlook of market prices   <VX), the value  of the sane output in 

terms of the foreign price of the replaced imports of fertilizers  (Vf), 

the direct domestic component of operating costs   (Cd), the airecx 

foreign exchange component of operating costs   (Cf), the value of invest- 

ment in »buildings,  roads and culverts»   (lB),  and the labour cost as 

part of operating cost (D.    The value of each of these items for each 

year during the thirteen-year period from year 0 to year 12 is given 

in Table IV.    Naturally, the output and operating cost figures do not 

begin until year 3,  and the bulk of the  investment figures are over 

by year 2.    There are, however, some investments for the first three 
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years of operation (years 3 to 5), due to the accumulation of real 

working capital. 

The last four rows in Table IV are not raw data but the 

results of some operations with y£$uch data.    If gives the value of 

the direct foreign exchange component of investment, but does not 

include the indirect content significantly,    ks we mentioned before, 

data on this subject is scarce, but en the basis  of the data that exist, 

we have tried to rtake rough corrections for the  indirect foreign exchange 

component, takte? into account both (a) indirect import exponent, 

and  (b) loss of export earning because of the absorption of potentially 

exportable commodities in domestic production.    The resultant changes 

in the domestic and foreign components  in the investment are given by 

the corrected figures of 7d and Yf, respectively.. 

In the case of operating costs,  it was found that scir.e consi- 

derable provision has been made already  in the %$k for the indirect 

exchange components.    However one further correction was  introduced  into 

the figures of Cd and Cf.      The requirement of Naptha for the DÎT is 

estimated to be 158,400 thousand tonnes per year  (£15*, 3.35).    The 

ex-refinery price of Baptha is token te be Rs.85 per tonne  (£&, 3.38). 

Since this is domestically produced  (the DÎT will get its Naptha fr«r. 

the Barauni refineries), this cost was  put under Cd.    However, Kaptha 

is potentially exportable so that its use in the DFP involves some 

loss of possibilities of earning foreign exchange.    Furthermore, there 

are reasons to expect a shortage of Naptha to develop in India by 

around 1971, so that the marginal Naptha may have to be imported in 

the period following.5    The fact that the Barauni Naptha will still 

We are grateful to Professor Alan Manne for educating us on the 
international trade position of Naptha. 
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come to DiT makes no difference, since it could have been used 

elsewhere otherwise,  thereby cutting down imports. 

There is currently a difference in the export price and 

import price of Naptha thanks to market imperfections as well as the 

cost of shipping.    Further, the future prices of Naptha may well be 

different.    Since there aie considerable uncertainties about all this, 

we have made a rather simpler assumption,  viz., taking the foreign 

exchange price of Naptha as Rs.76 per tonne at the nominal exchange 
4 

rate (corresponding to $16 at Rs.4.75 prr $).      te the shadow price 

of foreign exchange is raised, the value of Naptha in our calculations 

will be correspondingly increased.    This nominal exchange cost is 

added to the Cf figure to obtain the corrected figure of Cf.    Regarding 

domestic operating costs, Cd, the cost of Naptha at Rs.85 per tonne 

is subtracted.    This assumes the same transportation cost  in each case, 

since we have not changed the transportation cost of Naptha included 

in the operating costs. 

finally, a word about the value of output in terms of foreign 

exchange.   The ET SA Report quotes two sets of figures on this, as we 
in , 

noted in Section II above.    One is^terms of the cost of replaced 

imports of fertilizers, which is the one we have taken, since at the 

margin the DFP is an import-substituting project.    The other is in 

terms of the cost of food imports saved, taking credit for the amount 

of food grains to be produced by using the fertilizers manufactured 

It is to be remembered that all the calculation here are being 
done in terms of the point of reference of ohe ETSA Report, which 
is in a pre-devaluation situation.   We shall, however,  introduce 
shadow price corrections of foreign exchange, including (in one 
case) a shadow price equivalent to the post-Devaluation par value. 
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in the DFP.    The lettor fipure is much higher than the former (sec 

Section II above),since-the return on fertilizers is extremely high 

in Indian agriculture.    But. wo are evaluating hore the gains from 

the production of fertilizers and not from its use; oven if we do not 

produce any fertilizers, we still have the option of using the same 

amount by importation of it.5    What domestic production of fertilizara 

permits us to do is precisely to replace these imports, and therefore 

the relevant value of the output is that given by the import cost of 

the fertilizers replaced, with suitable correction for the shadow 

price of foreign exchange, to be introduced later.    It should be noted, 

however, that in choosing this method of evaluation we are ruling out 

prejudices and other constraints that might prevent the importation 

of fertilizers if it is not manufactured at homo.    If foreign exchange 

is very scarce, we can attach a high shadow price to the cost of 

importing fertilizers; what we are ignoring is simply the possibility 

of imports of fertilizers being ruled out on some other ground,  e.g., 

some peculiar prejudice of the planners. 

IV.    — •«T °* the °« ^°• «** to the First Valuation 

For the purpose of our first set of estimates we shall assume 

a social rate of discount of 10 per cent and a shadow price of foreign 

exchange of 1.57.    Since we started with the prdevaluation price 

of dollar at Rs.4.76, this shadow price makes the price of foreign 

«change e^al the post-Devaluation official price.   In later sections 

T vr n Tittle   »Public Sector Project Selection 
On this ouestion see I.M.D.Little,    •°"V, .^y to be published 
u Relation to Indian Development« <Mimeograph*a ^ * 
S volume edited by A.V.Bhuleskar, g^^^gg^. United' 

À.K.Sen, T\lî ft»1* °f *d ""       <M>" 
HatioM, CÏD/IPB7W«»» 
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wo shall try out many other values  of the social rate of discount 

.id the shadow price of foreign exchange. 

It is assumed that 80 por cent of tho investment cost in the 

DFP represents a sacrifice of alternative investment (possibly private 

investment).    This alternative investment would  have yielded a per- 

petual return of 20 per cent per year.   This  is the return  for the 

society as a whole and not only to the investor himself.    Of this 

return a proportion of 20 per cent would    have been reinvested,  a-ain 

at 20 per cent perpetual return with similar proportion of reinvestment 

at further stages.   These assumptions are made to get an idea of the 

alternative benefits streams sacrificed by having the DFP.    Since 

the rate of discount   (I«) is lower than the altornative rate of 

return on capital investment  (20«),  there is a prer ium on investment 

vis-a-vis consumption.6    Therefore,   in evaluating tie alternative 

opportunities sacrificed in having the DFP, we have to find out the 

exact pattern of reinvestment out  of alternative-investment.    The 

assumptions outlined above represent the best guess that we could 

make given the available evidence, which is somewhat scanty.    Some 

alternative assumptions will be tried out in the later sections. 

Regarding the DFP itself,   it is assumed that of the benefit 

from the project output, one-third will go to the Government.    The 

Government in its turn will reinvest a proportion of 80 per cent 

of it, yielding 20 per cent rate of return, with 20 per cent re- 

investment at every stage.    The remaining two-thirds of the benefit 

fron project output .will go to the farmers and other non-government 

6    See Ifcrglin, MW Ir J*rq1yit Criteria   ^ffi, •¡¿ff& 
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recipients, who in their turn will consume 95 per cent of these 

benefits and reinvest the rest yielding 20 per cent marginal 

return with 20 per cent plough back at every successive stage.    Once 

again these represent our best guess, but the nature of some of these 

parameters need to be somewhat clarified. 

The division of the direct benefit from the DFP between the 

Government on the one hand and the farmers and other nen-ßovermaent 

recipients on the other, depends much on the fertilizer sales policy 

of the Governs.    As has been explained before, the DFP will substi- 

tute the import of fertilizers from abroad, and as such the benofit 

is in the form of the saving of the true value of the foreign exchange 

costs.    If the Government sells the fertilizer relatively ch*xp when 

it manufactures it at hone, compared with the price at which the 

fertilizer will sell if it were imported from abroad, this will tend 

to make the farmers«   share of the benefits from DFP to be considerable. 

If,  on the other hand, the Government sells the fertilizer at exactly 

the sa^ne price at which it would have sold if it were imported, then 

the fanners« are not directly affected at all by the production of 

fertilizer at the D*P compared with it being imported.    Then the gain 

from domestic manufacture will go totally to the Government. 

From the point of view of the Govexment the relative sh.res 

of the D* benefits are policy variables, though constrained by various 

political and other pressures.    From the point of the evaluator of the 

MI, however, the general fertilizer sales policy of the Gove^ent is 

not within his jurisdiction.   For him, this policy is cimply one of 

the given facts of the situate.   Given the premium on investment and 

the Govt's ability to reinvest a »uch larger share of the benefits 
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accruing to it vis-a-vis those goin,   to the farmers, thero is a caso 

for raising the value of g as far as possible.    There are, however, 

limits that operate on the Government policies, and for the purpose of 

this evaluation it has been assumed that the price policy will be such 

that the Government will get one-third of the benefits and the fanners 

and other non-government recipients the rest.    In a later section we 

shall show how sensitive the profitability of the DFF is to changes 

in this price policy affecting the distribution of benefits.    Alterna- 

tive assumptions will then bo taken. 

Regarding the supply of unskilled labour,  it is assumed that 

considerable unemployment of unskilled labour will persist for at least 

ten years after the beginning of the DFT operation.    Thus the value of 

unskilled labour  (in investment as well as in operations) does not 

reflect it3 opportunity cost in terms of alternative output.    A pro- 

portion of 10 per cent of the cost of domestic investment is tr\km to 

be tbo wago cost of \inskillod labour, and n proportion of 50 pur cent 

is taken to be the share of unskilled labour in the total labeur cost 

in the operations.    It is assumed that the unskilled labourers consume 

everything they earn. 

Finally,  since the DFF like other public industrial undertakings 

will provida some subsidized housing and other township facilities, 

there are also some indirect benefits from the projoct.    Wo take these 

to amount to a perpetual return of 15 per cent on the value of 

investment on building, roads and culverts in the colony (ig).    This 

is net of maintenance and depreciation, and    it is assumed that even 

when the production unit of the DFF will havet o be replaced, the colony 

will persist, with its accompanying indirect benefits.    These benefits 

are assumed to be wholly consumed. 

The values of the parameters to be used are sunmarized in Table V. 
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V.    Present Vftluo of the DFF at tho Market I ricos 

As preparatory to the calculation of the present value of the 

DFI at market prices and at the relevant shadow prices, we calculate 

the present value of the relevant sets of timo series given in Table 

IV.   We use for this purpose a rate of discount of 10 per cent, as 

explained in the last section.   The present values are all done in 

terms of year 0.   The results are given in Table VI. 

As the first step we calculate the present value of the DFF 

at market prices.   If this were negative, then the DFI will be shown 

to be commercially non-profitable at a rate of interest of 10 per cent. 

But in fact the prosent (P^ value at market prices turns out to be 

M.241.5 «lUi* (See Table VILA).    In commercial terms ?1 represents 

the net profits that can be earned in the DFP today by future sales 

and purchases of the outputs and inputs of the DFP with borrowing 

and lending at 10 per cent interest.   The project is clearly comer- 

ctally profitable. 

VI.   rrpt-n* "-1- '!»~ r-n^tlon for For*ifm frchanp« Price and 
fn-r Tndlrect Benefits 

If tho value of the fertilizer output is equated not to market 

price but to the cost of importing the corresponding amount of ferti- 

lisers from abroad, we have to replace Vx by Vf.   After this correc- 

tion, the present value (Pg) of the DFi rises to Rs.288 million, as 

shown In Table VIKB.. 
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So far the cost of foreign    /change has been taken to be that 

given by its nominal price at the time of the ST SA evaluation.    If the 

shadow price is taken to be higher than this,  the present value will 

rise, since the DFT is a foreign  exchange earning project.    Taking a 

foreign exchange price of 1.57,  i.e., a premium on foreign exchange 

of 57 per cent, the present value  (I'j) becomes Rs.851 million,  as 

shown in Table VII.C.    This figure is obtained by raising by 57^ the 

value of output in terns of foreign exchange  (Vf) as well as the cost 

of the foreign exchange components of investment costs and operating 

costs  (i- and C^). 

The correction for indirect benefits from building,  roads, 

and culverts in the colony is  introduced by adding tc Fj, the present 

value of a perpetuity of 15« return on IB, in the light of the line 

reasoning outlined in Section IV.    The new present value (P4),  as 

shown in Table VII.D, is Rs.872 million. 

VII.    Correction for Labour Cost and the Irice of Investment 

Because of the presence of unemployed labour in the unskilled 

category in substantial amount, the alternative output sacrificed by 

employing unskilled labour in the DFT may be taken to be negligible. 

Taking half of the present value of the operating labour cost as 

the present value of the wage cost of unskilled labour in operations, 

and taking a tenth of the domestic investment cost as the unskilled 

wage element in it, we obtain the overstatement of costs implied in 

the nominal cost figures.   When these corrections are mado,  as shown 

in Table VII.B, we obtain a new present value of the DFF equal to 

Rs.904 million. 
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Wo now go into a major correction in the present value esti- 

mates.    Since tho rate of discount is  10 per cent,  and the rate of 

return on investment in general is taken to be 20 per cent, there is 

a clear premium on investment vis-a-vis consumption.    If there was 

no reinvestment out of the return to  investment, a rupee of invest- 

ment would have yielded 0.20 per year in perpetuity, which when 

discounted at lOg would have given us a valuo of Rs.2.    In this 

situation a unit of investment would be twice as valuable at the 

margin as a unit of present consumption, and the price of investment 

would be 2» 

The picture is more complicated in reality,  since there is 

some reinvestment out of the rotum to investment  itself,  and further 

reinvestment out of the return to reinvestment, and so on.    It can 

be shown7 that with a uniform rate of return of r,  a uniform rate of 

plough-back of a, and a social rate of discount of i, the present 

value CF) of unit of investment is ¿iven by» 

p     =     (1 * a) r (6*) 
i - a.r 

In our case,  since we take a = .2, r = .2,  and i = .1, this 

yields a price of investment of 2.67,  as shown in Tablo VII.F.    If 

the real cost of investment  (including tho correr tion for the price 

of foreign exchange) is multiplied by this price 2.67, we get the 

proper present value of the investment cost. 

Since this type of correction is still not widely practiced 

in the literature of project evaluation, a word in explanation is 

called for.   The source of the problem, as wr, noted before, is the 

difference between the rate of return on investment  (0.2) and the 

7    fl~ n.M.. A Social Cost-Bene^t  Analysis of t.hn fanwatma Project, 
United Nations, CID/IÍE/TW.2.; aee also Weisskopf et al, 
Lectures, op.cit» 
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rate of discount  (O.l).    Suppose n. rupoo of investment is diverted 

from an alternative investment to the DFF.    Its nominal price nay be 

Re.l, but what this implies  is a sacrifice of return of 0.2 per year 

with 20$ of it reinvested each year.   Thus what we are really sneri- 

fioing is a certain time stream of consumption which is quite high 

thanks to the rate of return to investment in the economy in .general 

being rather high (20*), in particular higher than the rate of discount 

10JC used.   We have to calculate the present value of this sacrificed 

stream of investment at 10)8 discount rate, which we are using to 

calculate the present value also of the DFT return.   Using our formula, 

it is found that every rupee of alternative investment sacrificed 

implies a loss of a time stream of consumption which has a present 

value of 2.67.    Unless the DÎT can yield more than this loss,  it will 

not make a net cor, tribut i on.    Hence the need for correcting the nominal 

capital costs.8   We take 80* of DPT investment to represent reduction 

of investment elsewhere and use the price of investment  (2.67), 

obte med above • 

After this correction  (see Table VIT.F), we obtain a present 

value of the DÎT equal to Rs.188 million, which is substantially lower 

than the earlier estimate, but still significantly positive.    It is 

easy to chock, however, that we have now over-corrected.    We have 

corrected only the investment cost of the DÎT, taking into account 

that 80* of the DIP Investment came from reduced investment elsewhere; 

but we have not given any credit to the Di? for the part of its output 

that will be reinvested.   This correction is carried out in Table 

VII.G, which we now explain. 

8 See Ärglin, ffîlliT Mïïfft.rir*'Crlt«r1»- *£*£&• 
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Of the diroct benefit from the output of the DPI, a third 

will go to the Governraont, of which 80$ will be invested.    Tho rest 

two-third will go to the farmers and other non-government recipients, 

of which only S% will be invested.    This yields a 30* reinvestment 

out of the project output, as shown in (7a).   The pnrt that will be 

thus invested will itself yield a 20* return and a 20£ continuous 

reinvestment, tho present valus of a unit of which has already been 

estimated to be 2.67 in the year in which this reinvestment takes 

place.   If we, therefore, raise 30 per cent of the prosent value of 

the output (net of operating cost but with correcti A for the price 

of foreign exchange) by 1.67, i.e., the premfrffi of the price of 

investment over its nominal price of 1, then we get the required 

correction for the present value of the DW.   This is done in (7) 

in Table V1I.G.   The corrected present value is thus Rs.882 million. 

Since this exhausts the corrections   that we wished to intro- 

duce in the first round of the DFT evaluation, Rs.882 million is. the 

figure we have boon trying to get.    The correction for the shadow 

price of investment in the project output almost cancels out the 

negative correction in the coBt of investment. 

Before ^ing on to a different sot of exorcises on the DÏÏ, 

we should    explain one aspect of the calculation that may not be 

entirely clear.   Corrections for labour cost introduced in eouation (5) 

in Table VII.E may give the impression that we are treating unskilled 

labour a. costless for the DÎT project.   This will seem to go counter 

to a considerable volume of literature on the subject explaining the 

cost of labour in term, of reducing the investitale surplus in an 

.oowmy.   Thar, is, howerer, no «eh conflict,   à rise of Re. 1 ir. 
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wago payment to unskilled labour, given othor things,  reduces the 

profits from tho project output by that amount, and thoreforo, 

roducos Investment out of it pqunl to 30 por cent of it,  given our 

assumption.    The wage earners aro assumed to consumo their whole 

earnings, so that this additional wago pnymont does not cause any 

extra savings by the wage earners.    In net terms, therefore, thero 

is a consequent reduction of investment by Re.0.3,  and an increase 

in consumption of tho same amount.    This shift from investment to 

consumption to the extent of 30 per cent of the wa^e cost 

implies a loss to the community given our assumption of a price of 

investment (2.67) in excess of unity.    The exact measure of the loss 

from this shift is given by 1.67 times Re.0.3.   Thus the employment 

of even unskilled labour is not treated as totally costless for the 

DPÍ ; it is justified only when the roturn from unskilled labour use 

in the DR- compensates for the loss induced by this shift from 
9 

investment to consumption. 

VIII.    An Alternative Set of Assumptions 

Since the object of this paper is to illustrate the methods 

of project evaluation in the context of the DÎT, it may be useful to 

consider a somewhat different set of assumptions.   We may chenge tho 

D!ï specifications in two respects.    It is fair to say that the plans 

of Indian public projects have often painted a somewhat rosier picture 

of the output possibilities and of the gestation lag than what hr.ve 

See Marglin, T^tHal Devolomont, In the ^1^^%°^' 
January, 1966 Tmlmeographea); Sen, .Choice gf Technos (Oxford, 
1967, Third Mitico). 
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boon found later.   We shall assume that the DPI will (i) take throe 

years   longer to construct than planned, and (ii) the out pit stream 

will in fact bo only 75* of the capacity planned in the £TSA Report. 

This alternative specification will be called ADFP,  an alternativo 

DFF.    Being less favourable than the DPT, which was shewn earlier 

to be very profitable both commercially and fron the point of view 

of the nation, the ADFT will also be a more interesting project as 

an exercise, the profitability depending critically on the values to 

be selected. 

In tho analysis that follows, we shall take altornative 

values oft 

1. The social rate of discount (i). 
2. The shadow price of foreign exchange (e). 
3. The proportion of the ADFT investment coming frcm 

reduction cf alternative investment (y). ^ 
4. The proportion of ADFÍ bonefits reinvested [s). 

deviously we took    i = .10, e = 1.57, y = 0.8, and  s = 0.3.    The 

last was obtained by our assumption about the division of the net 

benefit from the project (a third going to the Government) and the 

respective proportions of reinvestment (80* of the Government net 

benefits reinvested and 5* of the net benefits going to the farmers 

reinvested), as shown to (7a) in Table VII.G.   Without going into 

the genesis of s, we shall simply take alternative values of s to 

the exercises that follow. 

In the last exercise wo took the general rate of social 

return (r) to the econony to be 2<*.   We do not believe this rate 

to be too high, but to »any studies it is conventional to take a 

lower general rat. of return.   For the exercise that follow, we -hall 
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take 15? as tho general rato of return on alternative investment in 

the economy.   Otherwise we retain ali the value and timo series used 

in the preceding analysis. 

IX.    fiansitivitv Anny«'  S^l fì»+« "f Macnunt, and Sh*dnw frico 
of Foreign Exchango 

We my first examine the present value for ADFÍ, corresponding 

to the values of the social rate cf discount  (i), shadow price of 

foreign exchange (e), the project benefit reinvestment ratio (s), and 

the proportion of displaced alternative investment  (y), as assumed 

in the previous exercise, viz.,  i = 0.10, e = 1.57, s = 0.3 and y = 0.8. 

This happens to be Rs.68.3 million.    It is, as we could exp3ct, a 

substantially lower sum tten the DFF present value for the same 

assumptions • 

Keeping s = 0.3, and y = 0.8, we my now examine variations in 

the ADfT present value for various values of i in the range (5S, 15*) 

and e in the range (1.00, 2.25).   The results are given in Table IX. 

Several observations car, be made on the observed pattern. 

(1) By and large, the present value of ADFI   is highly sensitive 

to the shadow price of foreign exchange, which is not surprising since 

it is an import replacing project.   While for  « = 1.00 or e = 1.25, the 

present value of ADFF is negative for an* rate of interest in the 

rang, in question, it is positive for an* rate of interest in the range 

when e - 2.00, or   e =2.25. 

(2)   However, the sensitivity to the shadow price of foreign 

exchange i- greatest at low interest rates and least at high rates 

of interest.   While at 5* discount ret. the present value shifts from 

HtoU R..2.724.7 million at . * 1.00 to ÜJ* ».1.4*7.8 million at 
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e = 2.25, at 1556 rato of discount tho corresponding shift is only 

from »¡te Ra.124.7 million to Uug. Rs.135.4 million. 

This is relevant in anticiptting the likely extent of error 

in getting a «»wrong» shadow price of foreign exchango.   This may 

not be much at relatively at high rates of social discount but is very 

big at lower discount rates. 

(J)   Related to the »bove observation is the one concerning 

the impact of variation, of Interest rate siven the shadow price of 

foreign ««tag,. The present velue acrseas. monotoniolly as we 

„ove to higher retes of discount with e = 2.00, or o = 2.25, and 

tonroves monotonlcally with e = 1.00. The former is the usually 

expected result, for a typical investment project is supposed to 

worsen with higher intent cost. The Matter Phenomenon Is closely 

related to the fact that the shadow price of investment,   (a cost 

can be seen free <«.) above.    In fact since   ..» = 0.045,  as the 

interest approaches 4.5*. T   rises withoat bc»d, since the discounted 

TOlu. of the return, ft. a unit of displaced investment »oves towards 

infinit, (given the rate of return of 15* and a proportion of re- 

investment of CM.   Thu. a rise in interest rate, in reduce 1, 

give. «. relief.   This effect 1. naturally strongest at low rate. 

of discount close to 4.5*. 

Of cours,, ? aleo enter, th. benefit side in te««, of the 

„lnv..t.d portion of th. proi«t benefit and this work, the other 

w.   Thi. bain« a for.!* «change «ving project, a high« value 

of th. .had« prie, of foreign «Chang, ha. a MgS.r tap«* « th. 

h^tlt., and th« a Mgh * b <* «*> * *»«*«• *"*«•   * 
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high values of foreign oxchango, thoroforo, wo do not notice this 

trend of improvement with a higher i (i.e., with a lower F).   At 

intermediate values, a higher i improvea matters for n. while through 

the impact of F on the cost side, but after a limit this effect weakens 

out and is compensated by the normal deteriorating effects of a high 

interest rate on the profitability of an investment project. 

X.    Sensitivity Analysis;  Reinvestment of Fro.iect Benefits 

As was explained earlier, one of the relevant considerations 

is the proportion of the benefits reinvested (s).   This is so because 

the social rate of discount (i) may lie below the rate of social return 

on general investment in the economy (r).   The valu« of s depends on 

the price policy of fertilizer sale, among other things, as was 

discussed in an earlier section.    It will also depend on such things 

as the fiscal and monetary policies of the Government as well as on 

all factors influencing the distribution of project benefits between 
10 

the Government and the different classes. 

How sensitive are the results to our reinvestment assumption? 

In Table X the value of s is shifted from 0 to 1 at different rates 

of interest, with e = 1.57, and y = 0.8.   The following observations 

can be made* 

(1)   The sensitivity to s is, by and large, very high.   It 

shifts the present value from Minus. Rs.8,416.5 million to Hag. 

Rs. 16,867 „6 million at 5* as s is moved from 0 to 1. 

10 On this, sea Weisskopf et al, lec¿uxsft5 United Nations, 
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(2)    The sensitivity diminishes steadily as we consider 

higher values of the social disccunt rate.   This is as  ono would 

expect, since the impacb of s en the present value is through the 

shadow price of investment (I")   being greater ohan unity.   As i 

approches r, tho value of F   drops towards unity.   At    i = 0,15, 

we have i = r, since r = 0.15, ind then s makes no difference, as 

is shown in tho last row of Table X. 

If we take a relatively low social rate of discount, we 

must be very careful about our assumption regarding reinvestment of 

project benefits.   We can, however, afford to relax on this if J^he 

discount rato is close to the soctol rate of return on investment. 

There is also a policy implication.   A project of this kind 

can be vastly improved by dolibemtely fostering policies that raise the 

ratio of reinvestment, e.g., high fertilizer prices, high marginal 

rr.tes of taxation, 

XI.    Sensitivity Analvsiff    Displacement of Mternativo Investment 

Tho highor the proportion of displaced investment (y), the 

greater the opportunity cost of a unit of our public investment, when 

i is below r, i.e., when Ì is greater than unity.   Table XI goes into 

three values of y «.t various rates of interact, with s = 0.3, and 

a = 1.57.   Wo noto the following. 

(l) By and large, the prosent value is vory sensitivo to the 

proportion of displaced investment.   At 5*f while y = 0.6 gives a 

Present Talue of £laa   Rs.1,446.6 million,   y = 1.0 yields läBM 

Rj .3,108.9 million. 

Émmm 
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(2)   The sensitivity to y diminishes as i is raised towards 

r.   At i = r (here 15£ each), T is unity, and whether the public 

project is obtained by displacing other investment or other consump- 

tion makes then no difference whatever.   This is the other aide of 

the coin studied in tho last section. 

If   i   is low, we must bo very careful about tho correctness 

of our assumption regarding y.    At high rates of interest closo to r, 

it makes no difference. 

lolicy-wiso, if i is low, it makes sense to finance tho 

project through means that displace other investment least.   At rotes 

of interest between, say, 5% or 13$, it makes a difference between 

a positive and a negative present value, and the difference is large 

in magnitude towards tho bottom of the range. 

XIÎ.    Hange of Variation of I res ant Value 

With 7 values of s In the range (0, l), 3 values of y in the 

zone (0.6, 1.0), 7 values of o in (1.00, 2.25), and 11 values of i in 

(55S, 15*), we have 1,617 alternative cases.   We do not have the space 

for all the results, but tho range of variation of the present value 

of ADÏP is worth commenting on.   This 1B given in Table XII. 

Depending on our assumption the present value of AD5S can be 

as high M Rs.32,902.1 million, or as low as Kinus Rs.l3,7C2.5 million, 

Interestingly, both tho extreme values occur at 53 interest rate and 

2.25 shadow price of "foreign exchange, and the variatici is entirely 

due to the proportion of displaced investment (y) and the reinvestment 
are 

rato of project benefits (s), which ¿ 0.6 and 1.0 in the former 

out« and 1.0 and 0 in th« latter ease, both at tho borders of our 
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paramoter ranges.   Howovor while the sensitivity to s and y is large, 

and is largest at low interest rates (most at 5%) is explained before, 

1 and e are also important.    Even with y = 0.6, and s = 1, a shift 

of i from 5% to 12$ and of e from 1.00 to 2.25 transforms the maximum 

preset value of Rs.52,902.1 million to a negative valuo.    Similarly, 

a shift of i alone from 5'* to 11* transforms the minimum present 

velue of Minus Rs.13,782.5 million to a positive present value. 

DU.   1 Concludine Remark 

With our standard assumptions, viï., s = 0.3, y = 0.8, i = 0.05, 

and e = 1.57,both DFT and ADíT are good projects. As is to be expected, 

DH- yields us much higher present value than ADÎT. 

Variations of s, y, i and e in the case of ADFT show (i) the 

••nsitivity of the present value to each of those, and (ii) the crucial 

importance of those values in certain ranges in making ÀDFT an accept- 

able project or not.   The sensitivity to each being fairly largo in 

many cases, we have to be very careful in selecting these values. 

Even a amali error in these may distort our results very substantially. 

However, in certain ranges the sensitivity is not so large. 

If, for «ampia, i i« i» the neighbourhood of 15«, the present value 

i. not •••itivo at all to variations in - and y, and is not very 
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sensitive to changes In o.   But at lew interest rates, e, s and y 

are all very influantial.   Now much time and energy we should spend 

on correctly estimating tho values of those parameters should 

depend very much on the values of the other parameters.   The depth 

of the empirical exercises to be done on this should depend on the 

guidance provided by sensitivity analyses as illustrated above. 

This it c*e more field of public policy where «pirical work has 

gironi analytic»! prereojiisitee. 
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Toble I 

»Ml ElHflitY OÍ Uff 

output muí fi Thnn« m Year 

1« "Compi ex Fértil lier" 
(Amonita Sulphate po©apaato) 

19 : 19 I 0 579'°°0 

» •% > 0 ^^ 

2. UNO (46« Nitrogen) 

£ Ecrivaient of 1 e*d 2 t 

(i) Nitrogen 135,000 

(il) P2O5 110.000 7 

S. Aooydrotu Amante for tolo 15.000 

£ So«roe: KOOMMIO oiid Technical Soundness Analysis ; Surqapur Fertiliser 

Project of the Fértil tier Corporation of Indio Limited. I966, 

p. 3.J7 
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Milt TT 

i^tar«  I1»d III thtPwUCt 

|.   Marginal oapital output ratio l»*5 

1.   profitability par unit of capital investment 24.4 por cant 

S.   foreign exohango saving: 

(i) "Saving" of foreign exchange par year In torma of 
al tornati ve import of fértil iteri (»foreign exchange 
value of fértil iter output pjnjfc annual direct 
foreign exchange cost) B«-M1 "illion 

(ii) "Saving" of foreign exchange per yetr in tons 
of alternativo import of food («foreign exchange 
value of food-output resulting from the 
fértil iters produced linai annual direct 
foreign exchange cost) •••TO» «iuion 

(lit) Ultimi foreign exchange lavesUeent is.ITO million 

f ••«ajt OL W ». •«• J 
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Table HI 

gvmbols   Used 

Id • direct domeitio component of investment; 

If a direct import component of investment; 

Td » real domestic component of investment; 

Tf • real foreign exchange oomwnent of investment; 

V   « value of output at market prices; 

Vf » value of output at c. i. f. prices of alternative imports; 

I   a investment on plants and offsite facilities; 
P 

Ib » investment on building!, roads and culverts; 

d « direst domestic component of operating cost per year; 

Cf » direct import component of operating cost per year; 

Ed a real domestic component of operating oost per year; 

Çf a real foreign exchange component of operating oost per year; 

L   a operating labour cost per year; 
r   a marginal ratoof social  return per unit of alternative investment sacrificed; 

i   a the social rate of discount; 

•   . marginal proportion of investment out of return to alternative investment 
sacrificed; 

b   « marginal proportion of/jñvestment out of benefits from project output 
accruing to the government; 

g   . proportion of the benefits from project output going to the government; 

y   « proportion of *P investment coming from reduction of alternstive investment 

e   a shadow price of foreign exchange; 

m   - proportion of unskilled labour cost in the oost of domestic investment; 

•   « proportion of unskilled labour oost in total operatine labour oost; 

oj « marginal propensity to consume of unskilled wage earners; 

ea • «arginai propensity to consume of fermar« and other non-Go ver ama nt 
recipienti of direct benefit from output; 

p(>» present value of the stream ef ike variable within braokets. 
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T«h1a V 

Valulfî' •««••tp"  Taha« 

1. Marginal rate of »cial return on alternative investment (r) » 0.20 

2. Marginal proportion of reinvestment out of return on alternative     = o 2Q 

investment (a) * 

3. Proportion of benefits from project output that will go to the 
Government (g) "" 

4. Marginal proportion of reinvestment out of benefits from 
project output accruing to the Government (b) - u.ov 

5. Proportion of CFP investment cost coming from reduction of = 0 w 
alternative investment (y) "   * 

6. Proportion of unskilled labour cost in the cost of domestic = ^ ^ 
investment (m) * 

T. Proportion of unskilled labour cost in the total operating = ^ ^ 
labour cost (n) 

8. Social rate of discount  (i) 

o. Shadow price of foreign exchange (e) 

10. Propensity to consume of unskilled wage earner (cj> 

11. Propensity to consume of farmers and other non-government 
recipients of direct bemefit from output (c2) - °-ya 

12. Building   atrvices ("moi«act benefit") per year as percentage of   = ^ 

= 0.10 

= 1.57 

= 1.0C 

aammmml 
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rad) m 13b.» 

räf) m 294.61 

"V M 1,365.31 

P(Cd) s 362.66 

P(Cf) = 190.53 

?(U s 38.15 

tritt (,m '• -"»»•* 

i toi re«! CaleulatioM atiag the values given in Tables IV and V •] 
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laifi ini 

I'»'»*«* •"»"' ftf PiwMit Valut flf Wit- feB«m  illt   . 
(In Rs. million) 

?l *(Vx>- P(Cd) - ?(Cf) - P(îd) - pcîf> 

«   241.5 

f.farrftn*4«" *"* ""tnut r*1"*' at •»*• —**•—' imitan finit (fi i.f.ìi 

?2 «   ?l + ?(Vf) - ?(VX) 
— ina — eoo 

f. r^—Hn»  ^> • »«•<*"- prim nf fn« im itvr.hMflB: 

Pj =   ?2 +   0.57 P P(Vf) - Pttf) - P<Cf) J 
»   851 

n  fammlffl   0tk~ imM*mm*   ha—«ft   I   * hiMllIlfl      Afilli II    tifi* 

?4*   ?3 + IB(—SÌo") 

«   872 

f fonarti« f— ì«h*»" «aat <"» 

Pj «   ?4 + (045 x 38.15) + (0.1 x 135.36) 

«    904 

r famìiìtiiìff ««» MtoJ— pr*«" "f «•—*—* *• ««If il flutti 

Ô   = un .2) C.a   a 2.67, giving • "pranüun»" of 1.67 
.1 - .2 x .2 

h »   ?5 -£" '««> + 1.57.P(ïf)7 * 0.8 x 1.67 

*   188 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6 a) 

fc) 

a. r»~«„»4ft,  fur iklinH nTJflft nf Ufi 

leinv«sta«at mio of „et benefit Uxcept of indiwet be«-«» ••* 
benefit of consumption out of wage» of HMHIM labour) 

• = (0.80 x» + (O.OB xV -     0.3 

*, « P6 + Q - 1) [?f(Vf) -   P<Cf>}   1.W -   5a J * •* 

« 882 

[louroajCaloalatieai Using Tablet IV. V aad VI. I 

(Ta) 

(T) 
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Table VIII 

Pittar«?« frifrgffl APR *n<* m Enlntttm 

1, ADFP output capacity as a proportion to \DFI =   0.75 

2. ADII gestation lag in excoss of that of DFF =3 years 

5«    General rate of social return to investment 
in the economy (r)t 

(i)   DFF      = 0.20 

(ii)   ,\DFF    = 0.15 

4*   Marginal proportion of reinvestment out of social 
return to general investment (a)t 

(i)   DFF       = 0.2 

(ii)   ADFT      = 0.5 

5.    Indirect benefits   t   nil for \D7P. 

6*    Labour cost t   as given by market for \DFF. 

7.    Other respecte t   the same in ADFP as in DFF. 
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TRblo XI 

SmaitivitY to the Sacrifice of Alternative 
Tnveatmnnt in Financing ,\DFT I 

rnrftitnt, Ww tf APTT     .   .... 
Unit = Rs. 1 million 

1 <^ì 0.6 0.8 1.0 

5* 1,446.6 -831.1 -3,108.9 

7* 412.8 57.3 -    298.3 

9* 224.8 80.2 -      64.4 

11Í 119.2 53.9 -      11.3 

13 % 46.8 22.5 1.9 

15 * -   6.1 -   6.1 6.1 

[with • = 0.5, and o = 1.57J 
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